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Abstract: -In this paper, a high accurate positioning technique is proposed for autonomous underwater 
vehicle(AUV). It needs not position correction from Global Position System (GPS) above the sea 
surface and short- or long-baseline acoustic positioning system(SBL or LBL) under the sea. Two long 
time experiments gave maximal and average deviations are less than 33.6m and 15.1m; respectively. 
Position deviations are verified by tracking datum of a long-baseline acoustic position system with 
post navigation processing datum. These deviations are much less than the tracking range of sonar. 
High accurate positioning results let vehicles have less supporting from launching vessel and give 
flexible and mobile operations. 
 
Key-Words: -Position estimation, Navigation and guidance, Autonomous underwater vehicle. 
 
1 Introduction 
Two types of unmanned underwater vehicles are 
in use: Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV) and 
Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV). ROVs 
are teleoperated through a cable, which supplies 
power to the vehicle. The drag on the cable and 
power transmission losses through the cable 
increase with increase in the operating range of 
the vehicle. AUVs do not have such limits, and 
have a wide scope of operation as they carry 
their power supply onboard. As there is no 
external communication for guidance, and power 
available is limited, mission planning and 
navigation are extremely critical for successful 
operation of AUVs. Unmanned underwater 
vehicles are used to perform exploration, survey, 
monitoring and data collection task that reduce 
ship cost and human risks [1]. 

Generally navigation requirements for 
survey AUV [2] are (1) mission programming to 
follow a predetermined survey area (or survey 
grid) load to the AUV; (2) mission positioning 
accuracy of 10 to 40 meters; (3) data positioning 
accuracy of 5 to 20 meters; (4) capable of using 
position updated from acoustic positioning, e.g. 
short-baseline (SBL) or long-baseline (LBL) 
positioning systems [3, 4] transmitted from the 
support vessel, seabed beacons; (5) preferably 
capable of using position updates form global 
position system (GPS) when on the sea surface 
[5, 6]. 

The position of the AUV stated above plays 

a central role in guidance and control for 
engaging or searching underwater targets. This 
is due to the short-range detection of sonar in 
noisy environment or water clarity for imaging 
sensors(camera) and there is no position 
correction technique can be applied from surface 
(e.g., GPS) for inertial navigation system (INS). 
The GPS is widely used for positioning above 
the sea surface. However, the strength of the 
electromagnetic wave from GPS satellite is 
decayed rapidly in the water. Therefore, GPS is 
not applicable in the deep water. However, the 
initial position of the AUV can be corrected by 
GPS before launch and give good mission plan 
positioning accuracy. 

Similar to the positioning techniques of the 
GPS, the LBL (or SBL) is normally used for 
submersed vehicles [3, 6]. The sound wave 
replaces the electromagnetic wave for distance 
measurements. It needs one transponder in 
submersed vehicle and at least other three 
transponders mounted on the seabed. The 
distances between transponders are dependent 
on the power of the acoustic signal and may be 
up to 14000m [4]. The accuracy of the LBL may 
up to 5m with positions of transponders are 
corrected by GPS. However, the LBL system is 
hard to install and maintain. It needs long time 
to install and recovery transponders on the new 
operating area. The operating time and range of 
transponders are limited from the capacity of 
battery. Therefore, good position accuracy of the 
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underwater vehicle without LBL is generally 
expected for flexible and mobile applications. 
Note that it is impossible to install the LBL 
system on the battlefield for military 
applications. 

Position datum of the on-board INS is 
generally not applicable after long-time 
operation (e.g., >1hour). This is due to senor 
device alignment accuracy, gyro drift, and 
accelerometer accuracy. Maximal detection 
range of the on board active sonar for compact 
vehicle in deep water is about 2000m. The 
detection range may be reduced to be about or 
less than 200m in the shallow water [7, 8]. 
Corresponding to 2000m deviation in one hour, 
typical specifications of the INS[5] are: (a) 
Installation accuracy (3σ ): rolling, pitching and 
yawing axes in 0.005deg; (b) Gyro accuracy 
(3 σ ): bias drift in 0.005deg/hr; (c) accelero- 
meter accuracy (3 σ ): 0.03mg. They are 
expensive. In this work, chipper components 
with accuracies reduced order one will be used. 
Since the vehicle depth can be measured by the 
depth meter, therefore much attention is paid for 
lateral deviations. Lateral deviations due to 
rolling gyro drift, rolling installing error, and 
accelerometer accuracy versus time t are 
function of 223 t,t,t ; respectively. Therefore, 
pure INS without correction becomes not 
applicable after long-time operation. Another 
unpredictable parameter for positioning is the 
sea current. It is dependent on the moon and 
wind. For example, constant 0.5m/s (~1knot) 
current gives ~1800m position deviation after 
one hour. It is usually greater than the detection 
range of the active sonar [8]. Therefore, other 
stable positioning techniques must be applied to 
get a non-diverging position datum for AUV 
operations. 

Rolling speed of the propelling motor, 
depth measurement of depth meter, estimated 
current information and low-cost rate gyros and 
accelerometers with state observers will be used 
to estimate the vehicle position. The attitude 
angles are low drift datum (e.g., 0.05deg/hr). 
The accuracy of depth meter is between 5cm and 
50cm. The vehicle steady-state speed is 
proportional to the rolling speed of the 
propelling motor. Depth measurement and motor 
rolling speed are two bounded data. Experiments 
for verifying the proposed positioning method 
are performed. The operation time is 783sec. 
The vehicle was tracked by LBL. The proposed 
method gave maximal deviation is equal to 

33.6m and average deviation is equal to 15.1m 
with respect to LBL tracking datum. However, 
the INS gives 524m deviation. Another 1176sec 
experiment gave maximal deviation is equal to 
25.6m and average deviation is equal to 11.8m. 
These deviations are much less than the tracking 
range of the sonar. Therefore, the proposed 
method lets the AUV become a real autonomous 
vehicle system with less supporting from 
launching vehicle. 

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 
describes the considered AUV, equations of 
motion, evaluates the small signal dynamic 
models and propelling model for 6-DOF 
simulations and autopilot designs; Section 3 
performs the adaptive autopilot designs; Section 
4 proposes the positioning techniques; Section 5 
gives the experimental and comparison results. 
 
 
2 System description and small signal 

dynamic modeling 
Fig.1 shows the configuration and coordinate 
definitions of the considered underwater vehicle. 
The physical dimension is compatible to that of 
the MK-48 torpedo (579cm long; 53.3cm 
diameter; 1545kg weight). The central of gravity 
(CG) is 5.4cm below the central of buoyancy 
(OB). Therefore, the rolling axis is inherent 
stable and major control efforts are paid for 
pitching/yawing controls. The front propeller 
has seven leaves and rear propeller has five 
leaves. They are actuated by two counter 
direction electric motors for rolling torque 
balance. 

 
Figure 1. Coordinate system of the underwater 

vehicle. 

Equations of motion are generally derived in the 
body coordinate frame. In this work, the mass, 
added mass and damping matrices are assumed be 
diagonal. Equations of motion of an underwater 
vehicle in six degree of freedom (6DOF) can be 
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written as in the form of [9] 
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where [ ]Tzyx=1η , [ ]Tψθφη =2 , [ ]Twvuv =1 , 
[ ]Trqpv =2 . The symbols ψθφ  , ,  p, q and r 

denote the roll, pitch and yaw angles and angular 
rates while x, y, z, u, v and w are the surge, sway 
and heave displacements and velocities; 
respectively. The terms )( 21 ηJ , )( 22 ηJ , 1M , )( 11 vC , 

)( 11 vD , 2M , )( 22 vC , )( 22 vD  and )( 22 ηg  denote the 
kinematical transformation, mass, Coriolis, 
damping matrices including the added mass 
effect, and the restoring vector, respectively. The 
kinematical transformation matrices in roll, 
pitch, and yaw are defined as 
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where )cos(c •=• , )sin(s •=•  and )tan(t •=• . 
The mass matrices are  

( ).,, 3322111 mmmdiagM =  
 ( ).,, 6655442 mmmdiagM =                 (4) 

where the positive constant terms 61 ≤≤ j,m jj , 
denote the vehicle mass including added mass in 
surge(x), sway(y), heave(z), pitch and yaw. The 
Coriolis matrices are  
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The damping matrices are  
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where riqipiwiviuijj dd,d,d,d,d,d   ,    and 3,2 ,61 =≤≤ ij , 
represent the hydraulic-dynamic damping in 
surge, sway, heave, roll, pitch and yaw. The 
restoring force vector is 

[ ]TLT GMgGMgg 0)sin()sin()( 22 θρφρη ∇∇=     (9) 

where LT GMandGMg     ,,, ∇ρ are the water density, 
gravity acceleration, displaced volume of water, 
transverse metacentric height and longitudinal 
metacentric height; respectively. The available 
inputs are  

[ ]Tu 001 ττ = , [ ]T
rqp ττττ =2          (10) 

where rqpu and,, ττττ    are the control force in 
surge and torques in roll, pitch and yaw; 
respectively. They are applied from two counter 
direction propellers actuated by electric motors 
and four cruciform tail fins( 4321 ,,, δδδδ ) at 0°, 90°, 
180°, 270°.  

The relationship between rolling/pitching/ 
yawing channel actuating angles ( rqp δδδ ,, ) and 
four fin angles ( 4321 ,,, δδδδ ) is 
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The small-signal perturbation models of three 
angular rates ( r,q,p ) and two accelerations ( v,w && ) 
from control efforts ( rqp δδδ ,, ) for different 
operating speed ( 222 wvuVm ++=  in m/s) around 
trims ),(),( °°= 00βα  are given below: 
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All coefficients given in Eq.(12) are positive 
values. They give the considered system is an 
unstable open-loop system in pitching and 
yawing channels. Therefore, they need stable 
compensation and gain adaptation for autopilot 
according to the vehicle speed ( mV ). 
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The vehicle will approach to a steady-state 
speed ( msV ) after the propelling force and drag 
are balanced. That is, a rolling speed of 
propelling motor ( spdM ) corresponding to a 
steady-state vehicle speed ( msV ). The steady- 
state speed ( msV ) must be modified by 
amplitudes of pitching and yawing angular rates 
for lager drag will be get for large angle of 
attack and sideslip( βα , ). It is in the form of 

|r|a|r|a|r|aaVms
3

3
2

210 ′+′+′+= (m/s)       (13) 

where 22 qrr +≡′  and ia  are functions of 
spdM . They are evaluated from theoretical 

calculations, 6-DOF simulations and corrected 
by real navigation experiments. Fig. 2 shows 
relationships between SpdM , msV  and r’ of the 
considered system. It shows the larger value of 
r’, the less value of vehicle speed. Eq.(13) gives 
the steady-state conditions and can be used to 
formulate the completely propelling dynamic 
model of vehicle speed form motor speed 
command ( TCmdM ). Two dynamic models will be 
added to describe the motor speed response and 
the water compressibility. They are represented 
by two first-order models: 

sM
M
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Time constants (1.353, 1.175) given in Eq. (14) 
are all evaluated and verified by post data 
processing of navigation experiments. Eqs. (13)- 
(14) describe the open-loop speed response from 
motor speed command. In this work, open-loop 
speed control will be used for there is no 
speedometer in AUV. The time responses of the 
vehicle speed from motor speed command will 
be illustrated in Section 5. 

 
Figure 2. Steady-state relationships between msV , 

SpdM  and total angular rate r’. 

3 Control configuration and adaptive 
autopilot designs 

The control configuration of the considered 
autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) is shown 
in Fig.3. It is a rolling stabilized control with 
skid-to-turn maneuver[10]. Control laws provide 
a stable controlled vehicle to be guided and 
variable control structures are ready to be 
selected for different guidance laws [11]. The 
yawing control law provides angular and angular 
rate controls to be selected. The pitching control 
law provides angular and depth controls to be 
selected. Note that the dashed-arrow lines 
represent gains: KipKop, , KiqKoqKh ,, , KirKor, ; and 
angular rate/ angular limits: limlimlimlim ,,, θrqp  are 
adapted according to vehicle speed ( mV ). The 
updating rate of them is 20Hz. The purpose of 
them is to keep angle of attack/sideslip within in 
eight degrees for small drag and vehicle stability. 
For instance, small values of limlimlimlim ,,, θrqp  
will be used for low-speed to prevent large angle 
of attack/sideslip operation. 

 
Figure 3. Adaptive and variable structure 

autopilot configuration. 

Design results of compensators, adaptive gains 
and rate limits shown in Fig.3 are all given 
below: 
(a) Rolling Channel gains and compensators: 
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000.5972.0lim += mVr . 

(c)Depth, Pitching Channel gains and compensators: 
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(d)Fin actuating limits: 

°= 25lim1cδ , °= 25lim2cδ , °= 25lim3cδ , °= 25lim4cδ  

They are evaluated from the small-signal 
dynamic model described by Eq.(12) and 
verified by 6-DOF simulations and navigation 
experiments. Note that the subtraction of yawing 
angular command cψ  and feedback fψ  shown 
in Fig.3 is formulated as in the form of 
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to get proper sign of yawing angular rate control 
for domains of cψ  and fψ  are in ( °° 3600 , ). 
The performances of depth and yawing angle 
controls will be illustrated by experimental 
results given in Section 5. 
 
 
4 Vehicle position estimation method 
4.1 Positioning analyses of the INS 
For pure INS, lateral deviations ( gyroyΔ , iniy _φΔΔ , 

erraccy _Δ ) due to rolling gyro drift ( driftφ ), rolling 
installing error( iniφΔ ), and accelerometer 
accuracy( erracc ) versus time t are given below 
[5]: 

gyroyΔ =(1/6)×9.8× driftφ × 3t /57.296 m; 

iniy _φΔΔ =(1/2)×9.8× iniφΔ × 2t /57.296 m; 

erraccy _Δ =(1/2)× erracc × 2t  m            (16) 
 
The total lateral deviation is the root sum square 
of three deviation terms. For limited budget, the 
specifications of the INS used in the considered 
AUV are: (a) Installation accuracy (3 σ ): in 

0.05deg; (b) Gyro accuracy (3σ ): bias drift in 
0.05deg/hr; (c) accelerometer accuracy (3σ ): in 
0.15mg. For example: (a) mygyro 6.288=Δ  for =driftφ  

hrdeg/05.0  and sec900=t ; (b) mygyro 471,18=Δ  for 
hrdrift deg/05.0=φ  and sec600,3=t ; (c) my erracc 3.595_ =Δ  

for mg15.0 and sec900=t ; (d) my erracc 525,9_ =Δ  for 
mgaccerr 15.0=  and sec,t 6003= ;. They give the 

accelerometer accuracy gives larger lateral 
deviation than that of gyro accuracy and 
deviations become unacceptable after time is 
greater than 900sec. Therefore, other positioning 
techniques must be applied for getting a non- 
diverging position datum for long-time 
underwater applications. 

4.2 The proposed positioning method 
without state observers 

Two bounded datum and three low-drift attitude 
angles  ,θφ , and ψ of INS can be used to 
improving positioning of the AUV. The bounded 
datum are the speed of the propelling motor 
( spdM ) and the depth measurement from depth 
meter ( epthfd ). Assume that mestV  is the estimated 
vehicle speed with respect to sea current, and 
( twesV , wψ ) are estimated magnitude and course of 
the sea current with respect to ground. Then, the 
estimated vehicle speed [ ]testestest VVV ,,  with 
respect to ground along the inertial axes is in the 
form of  
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where [ ]Tffff ψθφη =2  and [ ]Tww ψη 00= . 
The total velocity ( mtV ) of the vehicle is defined 
as the root sum square of velocity components. 
Integrations of them give the estimated vehicle 
position [ ]testestest ZYX ,, . They are given below: 

)1();()1( +=+×=+ kZXkZVTkZ xestxxestx ; 
)1();()1( +=+×=+ kZYkZVTkZ yestyyesty ; 
)1();()1( +=+×=+ kZZkZVTkZ zestzzestz     (18) 

where )(),(),( kZkZkZ zyx  are state variables of 
integrations with initial states specified. The 
computation period msT 10= . 

The estimated vehicle speed ( mestV ) is derived 
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from steady-state speed ( estV ) described by Eq. 
(13) plus the dynamics of the propelling motor 
and compress of seawater described by Eq. (14). 
They are transformed to Z-domain descriptions 
[12]. The motor speed command TCmdM (rpm) is 
the input and the output of the estimated result is 

mestV (m/s). The relationships between TCmdM , 
estV  and mestV  are given below: 

)1();(9926.00074.0)1( +=×+×=+ kZMkZMkZ mspdmTCmdm  (19) 

)( 3
3

2
210 |r|a|r|a|r|aaSV cvmest ′′+′′+′′+=           (20) 

)1();(9915.00085.0)1( +=×+×=+ kZVkZVkZ vmestvestv ( 2 1 ) 

where 22
ff qrr +≡′′  and ff qr ,  are yawing/ 

pitching angular rates measured by INS. cvmS  is 
the correction factor. Default value of cvmS  is 
1.00 and calibrated according the operating area. 
 

Figure 4. The proposed vehicle position estimation scheme. 
 
The sea current estimation is derived from a 
constant-yawing angular rate, speed and depth 
motion. Note that circle motion can get the 
desired current datum with regardless the 
vehicle speed will be. The position deviation 
between start and end of the 360 degrees circle 
motion will give the current amplitude and 
course. The position datum ( mmm ZYX ,, ) is get 
from INS for short-time inaccuracy is negligible. 
Equations for current estimation are 
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where ot  is the starting time, cr  is the yawing 

angular rate and period co rT /360= , westV  and 
wψ  is the estimated current speed and course 

with respect to the truth north(0°). 
Once the estimation of sea current is 

obtained, the vehicle speed described by Eq. (20) 
can be further calibrated by following on-line 
adaptive law: 

] )1(/VV  [)()1( min
2

west
2

mest γγ −++×=+ svv VkGkG ; 
)1( += kGS vcvm ;                            (24) 

where 1)0( =vG , 8.0=γ  and 222
min zinsyinsxinss VVVV ++=  

is evaluated from three axis velocity components 
measured by INS. The ratio of )(/)1( kGkG vv +  
will be converged to be unity after 22

min westmests VVV +≡ . 
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The calibrating process is performed at 
beginning navigation after current is estimated 
for position drift of INS is still acceptable. The 
positioning technique stated is shown in the 
lower part of Fig.4. It is an open-loop 
positioning process. 

4.3 The proposed positioning method with 
state observers 

The open-loop positioning process can be 
further improved by state observers [13] shown 
in the upper part of Fig.4. The datum used for 
position accuracy improvement are accelerations 
of body-axis ( zbybxb AAA ,, ), depth measurement 
( epthfd ), estimated velocity components 
( zestyestxest VVV ,, ) described by Eq. (18). The 
dynamic model of the depth meter )12.0/(1 +s  
and vehicle speed dynamic model )152.2/(1 +s  
are used in state observers for data 
synchronization. They are also transformed to 
Z-domain descriptions. xvyvzvzzzv KKKKK ,,,, 1  are 
observer gains. Equations of the position 
estimation with state observers are given below:  
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⎥
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)( 21 η                  (25) 

where [ ]Tffff ψθφη =2 , ( zbybxb AAA ,, ) are 
accelerations along the body axes; ziyixi AAA ,,  
are accelerations along the inertial axes. 
( ziyixi AAA ,, ) are corrected and double integrated 
to get the estimated position datum 
( 111 ,, estestest ZYX ) along the inertial axes. Certainly, 
better accuracy of ( 111 ,, estestest ZYX ) is expected 
than that of ( estestest ZYX ,, ). The attitude angles 
( fff ψθφ ,, ) are evaluate from the angular rates 
( fff rqp ,,  ). They are in the form of 
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                  (26) 

and 
)1();()1( +=+×=+ kZkZTkZ pfpfp φφ& ; 
)1();()1( +=+×=+ kZkZTkZ qfqftq θθ& ; 
)1();()1( +=+×=+ kZkZTkZ rfrfr ψψ&       (27) 

where )(),(),( kZkZkZ rqp  are state variables of 
integrations with initial states specified, and 

)(2 •J  is defined by Eq. (3). The accelerations 

( ziyixi AAA ,, ) are corrected by three velocity and 
one depth differences as in the form of 

);()(

);(
);(

21311

211

21

estepthfzvzinszestzvzizi

yinsyestyvyiyi

xinsxestxvxixi

ZdKVVKAA

VVKAA
VVKAA

−×+−×+=

−×+=
−×+=

 (28) 

Integrations of ( ziyixi AAA ,, ) gives ( 111 ,, zinsyinsxins VVV ). 
Equations of integration are given below: 

);1();()1(

);1();()1(
);1();()1(

11
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+=+×=+
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+=+×=+

kZVkZATkZ
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kZVkZATkZ

vzzinsvzzivz

vyyinsvyyivy

vxxinsvxxivx

  (29) 

where )(),(),( kZkZkZ vzvyvx  are state variables of 
integrations with initial states specified. The 
terms ( 2,322 ,, estzinsyinsxins ZVVV ) given in Eq. (28) are 
evaluated as following expressions: 

);1();(9960.00040.0)1(
);1();(9512.00488.0)1(

);1();(9512.00488.0)1(

);1();(9512.00488.0)1(
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myxinsmyxmy

mxxinsmxxmx

 (30) 

where )(),(),(),( kZkZkZkZ demzmymx  are state 
variables with initial states specified. The term 

1zinsV  is corrected by depth differential. 

)( 212 estepthfzzzinszins ZdKVV −×+=           (31) 

for only depth data can be used. Integrations of 
( 211 ,, zinsyinsxins VVV ) gives position ( 111 ,, estestest ZYX ). 
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  (32) 

where )(),(),( kZkZkZ zyx  are state variables of 
integrations with initial states specified. The 
observer gains xvyvzvzzzv KKKKK ,,,, 1  are found as 

05.0=zvK , 50.0=zzK , 10.01 =zvK , 10.0,10.0 == xvyv KK . 

 
 
5 Experimental Results 
5.1 Experimental planning 
The proposed positioning technique was verified 
by two experiments. The average depth of the 
seabed is 78m. Fig.5 shows a testing plan of the 
navigation experiment with the launching point 
is located at (119°49’35”E, 22°39’50”N). Six 
transponders (A-F) at the seabed and one 
transponder in the vehicle are used for 
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long-baseline acoustic positioning system (LBL). 
Positions of six transponders at the seabed are 
corrected by GPS in installation. Antennas are 
connected to the transponders by cables for 
transmitting distances between transponders to 
data processing center. The position error of the 
transponder is within 5m. Therefore, the best 
accuracy of the LBL is within 5m. Two sound 
sources for sonar tracking are installed at 1pW  
and 2pW  with 30m depth. This experiment was 
planned for active and passive sonar target 
tracking. The passive target sound source was 
put at 1pW  and the active target sound source 
was put at 2pW . The angle between tacking 
locus and line of sight (LOS) is 15degree for 
safety consideration of crew in the launching 
vehicle. The vehicle was navigated to and fro 
alternatively between waypoints 1pW  and 2pW  
by locus tracking control law. The vehicle will 
change course at the situation of distance 
between vehicle and 1pW (or 2pW ) is equal to 
200m. The vehicle course is determined by 
tracking locus described by p2p1WW  or 1p2p WW . 
The locus tracking control law is proposed and 
discussed in detail in Appendix A. 
 

Figure 5. Mission Planning for AUV Navigation 
Testing. 

5.2 Experimental results 
The circle motion for current estimation gives 
the estimated results was =),( wwestV ψ sm /19.0( , 

deg)912  The calibration factor cvmS  for the 
vehicle speed is 1.05. Fig.6 shows the vehicle 
speed responses and comparisons between 
proposed estimated and LBL results. The LBL 
datum is raw datum without low-pass filtering. 
Therefore, they are fluctuating. However, from 

averages of them one can see the responses 
modeling of vehicle speed described by Eqs.(13) 
and (14) give good agreement with the LBL 
results. 

Fig.7 shows the vehicle depth responses and 
comparisons between depth command, depth 
meter and TBL. They give good agreements 
between them and good depth control 
performance. 

Fig.8 shows the deviations (solid-line) 
between the estimated position ( 11 , estest YX ) and 
the tracked datum. It gives the maximal 
deviation is 33.6m and the average deviation is 
15.1m. They are much less than the detecting 
ranges of the sonar in the shallow water. The 
errors (doted- line) of proposed method without 
state observer are shown in Fig.8 also. It gives 
the maximal deviation is 61.3m and the average 
deviation is 25.2m. 

 

 
Figure 6. Vehicle speed time responses. 

 
Figure 7. Vehicle depth time responses. 

 

 
Figure 8. Position errors with respect to 

LBL. 
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Note that the position datum of the INS 
with the specification stated in Section 4. It 
gives maximal deviation 524m from the tracking 
locus. This deviation is greater than that of the 
detection range of sonar in the shallow water. 
Note that the launching vehicle is dangerous if 
the position datum of INS were used for locus 
tracking. Note also that greater deviation will be 
obtained for the operation time greater than 
13mins. Eq. (16) gives the deviation will 
become unacceptable for one-hour operation. 

5.3. Another experimental results 
Fig.9 shows mission planning for large area 
underwater target searching and control 
performance verification. The current estimation 
gave =),( wwestV ψ deg)151  ,/24.0( sm . The calibration 
factor cvmS  for vehicle speed is 1.06. The 
position deviation with respect to LBL datum is 
shown in Fig.10. The maximal deviation is 
25.6m and the average deviation is 11.8m for 
1176sec(19.6mins) underwater operation. From 
comparison results shown in Figs. 8 and 10, one 
can see the proposed method gives good and 
non-diverging positioning and ready for long- 
time operation without correction from LBL or 
GPS. The installation of LBL system was 
omitted in the next experiment. 

Figure 9. Mission planning for large area 
underwater target searching. 

 

 
Figure 10. Position errors of another experiment 

with respect to LBL. 

 
6 Conclusions 
In this paper, an accurate positioning technique 
has been proposed for autonomous underwater 
vehicles (AUV). It needs not position correction 
from GPS above the sea surface and SBL or LBL 
under the sea. Rolling speed of the propelling 
motor, depth measurement of depth meter, 
estimated current information and low cost rate 
gyros and accelerometers with state observers 
were used to estimate the vehicle position. It 
gave less than 20m deviations for 13 minutes 
and 19.6 minutes underwater operations. The 
deviations were verified by a long-baseline 
acoustic position system (LBL) with positioning 
accuracy less than 5m. High accurate position 
lets the vehicle have flexible and mobile 
applications and less supporting from launching 
vessel. 
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Appendix A: Locus Tracking Law 
The tracking locus connected with point # i 
( ii YX , ) and point # i+1 ( 11 , ++ ii YX ) and tracking 
definition is formulated as following equations. 
The tracking locus is defined as  

0111 =++ +++ iii cYbXa                  (A1) 

with iiiiiiiiiii YXYXcandXXbYYa 1111111     , +++++++ +=−=−= , 
the normal displacement between vehicle( MM YX , ) 
and the tracking locus is 

2
1

2
1111 /)( +++++ ++−−= iiiMiMi bacYbXaLH     (A2) 

Positive value of LH represents the vehicle is on 
the right-hand side of the tracking locus; 
negative value of LH represents the vehicle is on 
the left-hand side of the tracking locus. The 
purpose of locus tracking is to keep LH be a 
wanted value (LHc); and moving from point #i 
toward point # i+1. LHc=0 represents the vehicle 
will moving on the tracking locus. The direction 
of the vehicle will move always from way point 
#i to way point # i+1 for controlled parameters 
are LH=LHc and 1cc ψψ = ; which is shown in 
Fig.A1. It shows the geometry relation of the 
vehicle and the tracking locus. For faster locus 
tracking purpose, variable structure control 
scheme is switched according to amplitude of 
LH. The vehicle will be guided toward to 
tracking locus orthogonally for |LH| > R, and 
toward to way point #i+1 for |LH| < R. The 
selection of R is the minimal turning radius 
capability of the vehicle at high speed 
maneuvering. It will perform smoothing tracking 
performance and low water flowing noise. The 
guidance law is formulated as 

),(2tan296.57 111 ++×= iic baaψ            (A3) 
)(9012 LHsigncc ×+=ψψ               (A4) 

LHcRfor LHLHLHccc +<−+= )......(21ψψ  (A5) 
LHcR.for LHcc +>= ..............................2ψψ   (A6) 

where R represents the minimal turning radius of 
the vehicle. 
 

 
Figure A1. The fastest loci tracking concept with 

turning radius R. 
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